
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

➤Understand the user’s need to manage daily challenges like finding the next 

café round the corner

➤Design navigation functions from a user perspective in combination with an 

engineer’s creativity

➤Make sure to deliver an overall outstanding system performance by using 

state-of-the-art software and hardware solutions

➤Define functional & technical requirements to enter the dialogue with the 

developers

➤Develop solutions based on the feasibility of physics and technical standards

➤Support bug fixing by smart testing and goal-oriented failure analysis

➤Keep continuous overview of functional state of the function cluster 

throughout the development phase

➤Make sure to keep confidence by well-informed stakeholders and up-to-date 

reports to the management

OUR REQUIREMENTS

➤Completed technical degree in electrical engineering, information 

technology, computer science, geomatics, geodesy, cartography or 

comparable education with corresponding experience

➤Ideally already gained initial experience with location-based services or 

connected products

➤Routine in creating technical requirements and basics of project 

management

➤Analytical thinker with the willingness to work in an agile environment

➤Good communication skills and experience with managing suppliers

➤Fluent German and English

➤Valid German driving license

PIXIDA GmbH

www.pixida.jobs

OUR BENEFITS

➤Competitive compensation, 

extraordinary pension plan, 

profit sharing, and various 

benefits in the areas of 

sport/health, work/life, 

mobility and fun

➤Highly innovative, agile and 

unique team with a great 

working culture

➤Some of the most prestigious 

customers in high-tech

➤Freedom to try out and use 

new technologies

➤An extraordinarily good work 

environment with many 

nations who grow and work 

hand in hand to meet those 

challenges

➤Transparency and room for 

new initiatives and ideas

➤Room for independence, 

personal growth, and 

creativity

➤Professional development 

concept including constant 

individual training

➤Individual guidance and 

mentoring from your start

➤Team events on a regular 

basis

MUNICH

Project Engineer Navigation Systems

With GPS, Galileo, Glonass and Beidou the most important economics centers 

on earth are covered by their own GNSS. This shows the importance of modern 

satellite technologies to offer reliable and fail-safe functions for our economics 

and society. As enabler for future technologies, like automation in farming, 

individual mobility, airplanes and ships as part of today’s global delivery chains 

and at least autonomous driving, our world would definitely look different 

today without navigation features.

Be part of this still ongoing and further developed technology transition, by 

shaping navigation functionality designed for user experience in cars.

APPLY NOW!   karriere@pixida.de

Pixida is proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer! We are committed to a work environment that supports, inspires, 

and respects all individuals and in which all aspects of employment are applied without discrimination. Therefore we 

encourage all individuals to apply!


